Evolutionary stability of the lysis-lysogeny decision: Why be virulent?
Lytic viruses infect and kill host cells, producing a large number of viral copies. Temperate viruses, in contrast, are able to integrate viral genetic material into the host cell DNA, leaving a viable host cell. The evolutionary advantage of this strategy, lysogeny, has been demonstrated in complex environments that include spatial structure, oscillating population dynamics, or periodic environmental collapse. Here, we examine the evolutionary stability of the lysis-lysogeny decision, that is, we predict the long-term outcome of the evolution of lysogeny rates. We demonstrate that viruses with high rates of lysogeny are stable against invasion by more virulent viral strains even in simple environments, as long as the pool of susceptible hosts is not unlimited. This mirrors well-known results in both r-K selection theory and virulence evolution: although virulent viruses have a faster potential growth rate, temperate strains are able to maintain positive growth on a lower density of the limiting resource, susceptible hosts. We then outline scenarios in which the rate of lysogeny is predicted to evolve either toward full lysogeny or full lysis. Finally, we demonstrate conditions under which intermediate rates of lysogeny, as observed in temperate viruses in nature, can be sustained long-term. In general, intermediate lysogeny rates persist when the coupling between susceptible host density and virus density is relaxed.